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Let ak and 6, (K = 1, 2, a.*, n) be real 
[ 1; pp. 373-374, ThCoreme XVI] states that 
numbers. Cauchy’s inequality 
This inequality may be regarded as giving an upper bound for the square 
of the scalar product, i.e., the number (xbi a,bJ2, in terms of the two 
“squares of the lengths,” CL=, a: and xi,, bi . 
Under certain circumstances (i.e., suitable hypotheses relative to the 
numbers ak and bK) there exist complementary inequalities to Cauchy’s 
inequality; that is to say, inequalities which can be regarded as giving lower 
bounds for @I=, a,b# in terms of & a; and 2E-i b: . 
The purpose of the present paper is to prove inequalities of this general 
“complementary” nature, which include, as special cases, several other 
complementary inequalities appearing in the literature. 
Section I discusses four inequalities(complementary to Cauchy’s inequality), 
which occur in the literature. Section II presents a “Blitzbeweis” of a new 
inequality, which is also complementary to Cauchy’s inequality, and which 
* Presented to the American Mathematical Society at the Annual Meeting, 1963, 
under the title “On an inequality for finite sums, and generalizations of an inequality 
of Kantorovich,” and the subtitle “Four inequalities in search of two authors” (see 
Notices Am. Math. Sot. 10, No. 1, Part 1, Abstract 597-l 17, p. 91). 
* The research of this author was supported by the Air Force Office of Scientific 
Research, Grant AFOSR 400-63, and by the U.S. Naval Ordnance Laboratory, White 
Oak, Maryland. 
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includes as special cases the previously known inequalities discussed in 
Section I. Section III contains a further generalization of the complementary 
inequality of Section II. 
Although attention is restricted here only to sums of real numbers, the 
same simple procedure also yields new complementary inequalities for 
definite integrals, self-adjoint operators in a Hilbert space, *.* (see the research 
announcement [2]). 
I. KNOWN COMPLEMENTARY INEQUALITIES 
Let n be a positive integer. Suppose that the real numbers al, , b, , and 
yk (R = 1,2, ***, n) satisfy the inequalities 
0 < ml < ak 6 Ml, 0 < m2 < bk < M2, 
and 
O<m<yr,6M. 
Further, let the numbers & (K = 1,2, *a-, n) be real. Then the following 
inequalities play a role in this paper: 
&Yk.Z 
n L< W + 42 . n2 
’ 4mM ’ k=l Yk 
(Schweitzer [3]), 
&a:&!< 
W&G + ‘W$ * 
%m2MlM2 (z ) 
’ a b 
kk P (Polya-Szego [4]), 
& Yk!% - & fj < ‘~,+~‘2 (2 t!)2, (Kantorovich [51>, 
and 
2 a$?$ - 5 bg.$ < ~~~2~!)z (2 akbk[E)‘, 






REMARK 1. It is clear that (4) implies the preceding three inequalities. 
Letting a: = yk and SE = I/yk , together with m, = m1j2, Ml = M112, 
m2 = M-l12, and M, = rn-l12, in inequality (4), gives (3). Further, putting 
& = 1 (k = 1, 2, “*, n) in (3), yields (1). Lastly, putting 51, = 1 (K = 1, 2, 
se*, n) in (4), furnishes (2). 
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REMARK 2. The relationship of these inequalities to the Cauchy inequality 
is most clearly brought out by writing (4) in the form (when not all the num- 
bers .& are zero) 
the left-hand inequality of (5), which is Cauchy’s inequality, furnishes an 
upper bound for the square of the scalar product XL=, a&k . bk[k , while 
the right-hand inequality of (5), which is inequality (4), gives a lower 
bound for the square of the same scalar product. 
II. A STRONGER COMPLEMENTARY INEQUALITY 
It will now be shown that, actually, the following inequality holds: 
m&f1 2 f&2, + m2M2 2 a”,& < (MlM2 + mlm2) 2 akb$& . (6) 
k=l k=l k-l 
Since 
(7) 
one has that 
and hence the inequality (6) actually implies (4). The precise statement of 
the new inequality, including a discussion of exactly when equality holds, is 
contained in the theorem below. The precise results, including a discussion 
of the case of equality, will also be given in detail for each of the inequalities 
in Section I. While it is true that each of these inequalities appears here as a 
corollary of the general theorem, it will be indicated in each case how an 
application of the same simple idea employed in the proof of the main theorem 
leads to each individual desired result, without having to prove the main 
result itself first. 
THEOREM 1. Let the real numbers ab and b, (k = 1,2, *.*, n) satisfy 
O<ml,(ak<Ml and 0 < m2 < bk < M, . (9) 
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(In particular, one may choose m, = min, ak , M, = maxr ak , and similarly 
fm m2 and M2.) Also, let fk (k = 1, 2, .*e, n) be real numbers. Then 
mlMl 2 bX + m&4 2 4% d (M1M2 +mlm2)  akbkti I;=1 k=l k=l 
If 0 < m1 and 0 < m2 , then equality holds on the left zf and only af, for each k 
such that tI, # 0, either (ak , blc) = (m, , M,) or (ak , bk) = (M, , m,), where 
the alternative may depend upon the particular value of k. 
PROOF. The inequality on the right of (10) is clearly just the Cauchy 
inequality for finite sums, that is, 
Thus, only the left-hand inequality requires proof. To thii end, it follows 
from (9) that 
0 < Mzak - m,b, and 0 < M,b, - m2ak .
Hence, 
0 < (M,a, - m,b,) (M&c - %akh (11) 
for each k = 1,2, e-0, n. Thus, multiplying by ti and summing from k = 1 
to k =n, 
0 G 2 W2ak - mlbk) (Mlbk - %ak) 6:; 
k=l 
(12) 
which, upon expanding the product, gives the desired result. (Notice that 
what one is essentially doing is employing the identity 
2 (M,a, - m,b,) (MIbk - mzak) 6; = - m,M, 3 b:i?:. - m&h $ a% 
A-1 k=l k-1 
-k (M&f2 -i- ml%) 2 akbkt: -) 
k-1 
This is the “Blitzbeweis” which was presented to the American Mathematical 
Society in January 1963. 
Now to consider the case of equality on the left-hand side of (lo), under 
the additional assumption that 0 < m, and 0 < mz . Clearly, equality holds 
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in (12) if and only if equality holds in (11) for every k such that fk # 0. Rut 
then either 
M,a, - m,b, = 0 (13) 
or 
M,b, - m,a,C = 0. (14) 
If (13) holds for some k, then at/m, = blc/M2 , where, from the hypo- 
theses, I < akIm, and bk/M2 < 1. Consequently, a,/m, = b,/M, = 1; 
that is, aI, = m, and b, = M2, which may be expressed in the form 
(ok y bd = (ml I M,). Similarly, if (14) holds, one is led to conclude that 
ak = M, and 6, = m2 , that is (Us, 6,) = (M, , mz). 
It is to be remarked that the condition for equality is (vacuously) satisfied 
in the extreme case when all the fk’s are zero. 
The equality condition has been stated explicitly in the case when 0 < m, 
and 0 ( m2 , only for convenience, because it is more informative than the 
following equality condition: if 0 < m, and 0 < ma , then equality holds on 
the left-hand side of (10) if and only if, for every K such that Ek # 0, either 
(13) or (14) holds, where the choice of which actually holds, (13) or (14), 
depends upon k. 
COROLLARY 1. Under the above hypotheses on uk , 6, , and & (k = 1,2, 
..., n), but with 0< m1 and 0 < m2 , one has 
(Greub-Rheinboldt). (15) 
If M,M, > m1m2 , then the equality sign holds in (15) if and only ;f, for each k 
such that tP # 0, either (uk , bk) = (m, , M2) or (ak , bk) = (MI , m,); while, 
at the same time, one has 
where z’ denotes the sum over all those k for which (a& , bk) = (m, , M,). If 
M,M, = m1m2 , then equality always holds. 
PROOF. Inequality (15) follows directly from (10) and (8). It only remains 
to discuss the case of equality in (15). 
Clearly, it suffices to suppose that all tl, f 0, since if some (but not all) 
& = 0, then one has only to take a smaller tt in order to satisfy the assumption 
(while if all & = 0 then there is nothing to prove). Equality holds in (15) 
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if and only if equality holds both in the left-hand inequality of (10) and in (7) 
(or, in the left-hand inequality of (10) and in (8), since (7) and (8) are equi- 
valent). Now, equality holds in (7) if and only if 
that is 
2 hM& - m,M,a3 5: = 0. 
k-1 
(17) 
But, from the equality condition for the left-hand inequality of (lo), for 
each k one has either (ak , b,) = (m, , M,) or (ak, b,) = (Ml , m.J. Thus, 
using this information in (17), it follows that 
hMIMi - m&b:) 2’ SE + @J&m,” - m&f&?) (2 - 2’) Ei = 0, 
k=l 
that is, 
(M&f2 - mlm2) [mlMzz’ f”, - J&m2 (k$ - 2’) ti] = 0. (18) 
In any event, one has M,M, 3 m,m,; it will now be assumed that actually 
M,M, > m,m, (the remaining case, MlM2 = m1m2, will be considered 
below). Equation (16) then follows directly from (18). 
If M,M, = m,m, , then 
1 >Mllm,=m,lM2< 1, 
and hence, Ml/m, = 1 and m,jMz = 1. Therefore, ak = m, = Ml and 
b, = m2 = M, for every k = 1,2, ***, 12. In this case equality clearly holds 
in (15). Notice that here 
MMs + ml4 
4m,m,MlMz = I’ 
The inequality (15), with ?t replaced by 00, appears on p. 414 of Greub and 
Rheinboldt [6], who obtain the inequality as a special case of an inequality 
for operators in Hilbert space. (The existence of a possible lacuna in the 
proof of the “generalized Kantorovich inequality” in [6] was called to our 
attention by Professors W. Luxemburg, C. R. DePrima, John Todd, and 
Olga Taussky Todd. In the opinion of the writers, one such lacuna occurs 
on p. 410 of [6], where it is asserted, after equation (lob), that 
c*> 
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follows as a consequence of “(6)“: 
O<mE<A<ME. 
Now, from “(6),” it actually follows that 
( 2r) m-J- EGA-~< (M-&j,. 
But, since y = ~(Ax, , x0), with (x,, , x0) = 1, the operator 
(m-$jE=(m-(Ax,,,x,))E 
is < 0, while the operator 
(M-kjE=(M-(AxO,s,))E 
is, on the other hand, > 0. It is therefore not possible to deduce, in general, 
that 
(m-t)‘E< (M-&j2E; 
which is, however, part of the assertion contained in (*).) 
The present proof of the inequality (15) does not require Hilbert space 
methods, and yields readily the necessary and sufficient conditions for 
equality. As a matter of fact, the inequality for finite sums (15) implies a 
corresponding inequality for infinite sums merely by letting n tend to 03 
(assuming, of course, that E:,“=, ,$ < 00). 
COROLLARY 2. Let the real numbers ylc (k = 1,2, *e*, n) satisfy 
O-cm<yk<M. 
Also, let 5;, (k = 1, 2, *v*, n) be real numbers. Then 
(Kantorovich). (19) 
If M > m, then the equality sign holds in (19) if and only ;fi for each k such 
that & # 0, either ylc = m or yK = M; while, at the same time, one has 
where 2 denotes a sum over all k such that yk = m. If M = m, then equality 
always holds. 
5 
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PROOF. Inequality (19) follows as a special case of (15) as was shown in 
Remark 1. The conditions for equality are again a special case of those given 
in Corollary 1. 
REMARK 3. It should be noticed that, alternatively, Corollary 2 may be 
derived directly in a manner similar to that used to derive Corollary 1, without 
first proving the general theorem, as follows: starting from 
0 < [(y - (~J”‘] [(!.Ljl’z - (2x)“‘] f”, )
and summing over k, one obtains an “intermediate inequality” analogous to 
that given by the left-hand inequality of (10); which, together with 
which is the analogue of (7), gives (19). The inequality (19) for finite sums 
appears on p. 142 of Kantorovich [5], whose proof is based upon Lagrange 
multipliers. Kantorovich does not discuss the case of equality. 
COROLLARY 3. Let the real numbers a, and b, (k = 1,2, sm., n) satisfy 
0 < ml < ak < Ml and 0 < mz < bk < M, . 
Then 
(M&f2 + wd2 n 2 a: - f$ b2, < 4mlm2MlM2 (3 akbk)2y Wya nd SzegQ (20) 
k=l k=l 
If M,M, > m1m2 , then the equality sign holds in (20) if and only l;f 
Mlm2 
v=M1m2+m,M2’n 
is an integer; while, at the same time, for v values of k one has (ak , bk) = (m, , MJ 
and for the remaining n - v values of k one has (ak , bk) = (M1 , m2). If 
M,M, = m,m, , then equality always holds. 
PROOF. As was shown in Remark 1, inequality (20) follows from inequality 
(15) simply by taking fk = 1 (K = 1, 2, e-e, n). The conditions for equality 
are a consequence of those given in Corollary 1. 
REMARK 4. The proof of Corollary 3 could equally well have been 
obtained by starting from (ll), summing over k, etc., without mentioning 
the numbers tk at all. The inequality (20) appears on p. 57 of Wlya and 
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Szegii [4], who discuss the case of equality, but whose proof (see p. 213 
of [4]) is not as straightforward as the one given here. 




If M > m, then the equality sign holds in (21) if and only if n is an even num- 
ber; while, at the same time, fbr n/2 values of k one has yk = m and for the 
remaining n/2 values of k one has yI; = M. If M = m, then equality always 
holds. 
PROOF. That this result follows from Corollary 2 is clear (simply take 
Sk = 1 (k = 1, 2, *a-, n) as was mentioned in Remark 1). 
REMARK 5. Putting tI, = 1 (k = 1, 2, **., n) in Remark 3 above, one 
obtains an alternative derivation of inequality (21). The inequality (21) 
appears on p. 257 of Schweitzer [3], who in discussing the case of equality on 
p. 258 mentions the evenness of n, but does not mention the case m = M. 
III. WEAKENINGOFTHEINITIALHYPOTHESISONTHENUMBERS ak AND b, 
It is clear from the proof of Theorem I that the hypothesis concerning 
the numbers ak and b, may be considerably weakened. Because all that is 
needed (see (11)) is that the numbers m1 , Mi , m2 , M, , ak , and 6, be such 
that the inequality 
0 < (Mask - mlbk) (Mlbk - m2ak) (22) 
hold for any k = 1, 2, *em, n. A simple su&hnt condition for (22) to hold is 
that the numbers ml , MI , m, , MS , ak , and b, satisfy the inequalities 
(compare the beginning of Section I) 
fork = 1, 2, .a*, n. But, clearly, (22) may hold in cases where (Hl) does not. 
All that (22) requires is that the numbers m, , M, , m, , M, , ak , and b, 
be such that the real numbers Maae - m,b, and MIbk - mzak: have the 
same sign, which may even vary with k; while, on the other hand, (Hl) 
requires that both Mzak - m,b, and M,b, - mzak be non-negative. 
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Furthermore, a condition which is both necessary and s@cient for (22) to 
hold (with suitable m, , Mr , m2, and M,), for a given k such that ak # 0, 
is the following: let m and M satisfy 
m < b,/a, < M. u-v 
The proof is immediate. For, suppose that (H2) holds; then (22) holds with 
m, = M1 = 1, m2 = m, and M, = M, that is 
0 < (Ma, - bk) (bk - mak), (23) 
with m < M. (Notice that the requirement that m 6 M in the last inequality, 
(23), is made without loss, since the value of the product is not altered when 
m and M are interchanged, because 
(Ma, - bk) (b, - ma*) = (ma, - blc) (b, - Ma,).) 
Conversely, suppose that (22) holds with m1 = M1 = 1, m, = m, and 
M, = M, where m < M (i.e., suppose that (23) holds with m < M), for 
some k such that aK # 0; then (H2) holds, because one must have that either 
both 0 < Ma, - b, and 0 < b, - mak (and thus mak < b, < Ma,) or that 
both Ma, - b, $ 0 and b, - mak < 0 (and thus Ma, < b, < ma&. But, 
since aK # 0 (i.e., either ak > 0 or ak < 0) and m < M, the first alternative 
implies that m < b,/a, < M, and the second alternative also implies that 
m < b,/a, < M, as desired. It should be noticed that in (H2) neither m 
nor M need be nonnegative. 
The general result which corresponds to Theorem 1 of Section II, starting 
from the hypothesis (H2), is given by the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2. Let the real numbers a, # 0 and b, (k = 1,2, ***, n) satisfy 
m < b,/a, < M. (24) 
(In particular, one could choose m = min, b,la, and M = maxK b,/a, .) Then 
2 bi + mM 2 ai < (M + m) 2 u&k < 1 M + m 1 (3 at -2 b:)“‘. 
k-l lC=l k=l k=l k=l 
(25) 
Equality holds on the left if and only if, fw each k, either b, = mak or b, = Ma, . 
PROOF. As in Theorem 1, the inequality on the right of (25) follows from 
the Cauchy inequality for finite sums. In order to establish the left-hand 
inequality of (25) one need only note that 
O<(%--m) (,--$-)a, (26) 
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follows directly from the hypothesis (24). Thus, summing from K = 1 to 
k == n, 
(27) 
which, upon expanding the product, gives the desired result. (Notice that 
what one is essentially doing is employing the identity 
ma,)=(M+m)~abb,--bb:-mM~a,2.) 
k=l k=l k=l 
Now to consider the case of equality on the left-hand side of (25). Clearly, 
equality holds in (27) if and only if equality holds in (26) for each K. But then 
either b,la, = m or b,/a, = M, which is the prescribed condition for equality. 
REMARK 6. In the theorem above it suffices to consider all the 6, to be 
nonnegative, since if b, < 0 for some K, then one may simply replace 
ak by - ak and b, by - b, without altering the hypothesis (24), and without 
altering any term of the inequality (25). 
REMARK 7. There is an alternative upper bound to (M + m) CI=, a,b, 
which follows readily from (26). However, it will be shown in this remark 
that this alternative upper bound is weaker than that given in (25) using 
Cauchy’s inequality. From (26) 
O<(p--m) (M-$]a:. 
= !I!+?+($-!!!$.?!)I [!?!$lE-(*-~)]a: [ 
Thus, summing from K = 1 to K = n, 
0 < 2 (bk - mak) (Ma, - bk) < (VI” 2 a”, , 
k=l k=l 
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which, upon expanding the product and transposing, gives the alternate 
upper bound 
However, this alternate upper bound is weaker than the one given in (25) 
using Cauchy’s inequality, because the obvious 
0 < [I v 1 (&:)1’2 - (&b;)1’1]4, 
gives 
which is the assertion. 
REMARK 8. The close connection between the upper and lower bounds 
for the scalar product xi=, a$, , given by inequalities (25) in Theorem 2, 
may be shown in a striking way by noticing that for each k = 1,2, **-, A 
(bk - *a,) (bk - Mu,) < 0 < (8 d) (bk - XakJ2, 
where X = X:-r &/E~=, a:; which, upon summing over k, gives 
$b:+mM~a~-(M+m)$u,bl:<O 
k=l k=l k=l 
<&:-&di - (&h-)2. 
REMARK 9. Theorem 2 contains Theorem 1 (when 0 < m,) as a special 
case. For each k such that Ek = 0, the corresponding term in each summation 
in (10) is zero. Suppose that not all fk are zero. Then 
whenever .$ # 0. Therefore, it suffices to take m = m,/M, and M = Ma/ml , 
while at the same time replacing uR by a& and b, by b,& in (25), whenever 
tk # 0. This shows the artificial role of the numbers tk in Theorem 1. 
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In the same manner as was indicated in Section II, this Theorem 2 implies 
the following corollary, which is, in a sense, a weak form of the theorem. 
COROLLARY 5. Let the real numbers ak # 0 and b, (k = 1, 2, *a*, n) sati& 
m < bdak d M, O<mM. (28) 
(In particular, one could choose m = min, b,lak and M = maxK b,la, .) Then 
If M > m, then the equality s&z holds in (29) ;f and only q, for each k, either 
6, = mak or b, = Ma,; while, at the same time, one has 
where z:’ denotes a sum over those k for which b, = mak: . Zf M = m, then 
equality always holds. 
PROOF. Inequality (29) follows directly from inequality (25) of Theorem 2 
and the obvious 
(30) 
the procedure being the same as that followed in similar instances in Sec- 
tion II. 
As for the case of equality, the procedure is again the same as that of 
Section II. Equality holds in (25) if and only if, for each k, either b, = malt 
or b, = Ma,. Also, equality holds in (30) if and only if 
$bf=mM$af. 
k=l k=l 
If one couples these two necessary and sufficient conditions, then the required 
necessary and sufficient condition for equality in (29) results. 
The inequality (29) appears on p. 330, with a proof on p. 340, of a paper 
of G. S. Watson [7J, and is attributed to J. W. S. Cassels. Case&’ proof 
employs the differential calculus, and he does not discuss the necessary and 
sufficient conditions for equality. His inequality involves nonnegative 
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weights w,; if one of these weights is zero, no term in the inequality is affected; 
while if wk > 0, then 
b, b, 2/eu, --Z--) 
ak ak dwk 
and his result can then be obtained from Corollary 5. 
REMARK 10. From the hypothesis (28), it follows that all the ratios 
b,/a, have the same sign, i.e., either b,/a, > 0 for all K = 1, 2, a**, n, or 
b,/a, < 0 for all K = 1, 2, *e*, n. In the same manner as in Remark 6, it may 
be seen that one may assume b, > 0 for all K = I, 2, a-1, 71. If, after this is 
done, the ak are negative (if one of them is negative, then all of them must 
be negative), then one may replace ak by - ak , the number m by - M, 
and M by - m, without altering the inequality (29). In this way one sees 
that it is enough to consider only positive a, and 6, in Coroliary 5. 
Corollary 5 contains Corollary 1 as a special case. This follows in the same 
manner in which it was shown that Theorem 1 is a special case of Theorem 2. 
REMARK 11. If 0 < h < 1 the left-hand inequality of (25) may be 
rewritten 
Assume further that 0 < mM. Then from Holder’s inequality (see [8, p. 221 
or P, P. 191) 
Combining the last two inequalities one obtains that 
For X = *, this last inequality, upon squaring both sides, becomes inequality 
(29) of Corollary 5. It is clear that one may repeat the same process with 
Corollaries l-4, obtaining in each case an inequality which is valid for all h 
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between zero and one. It is of interest to notice that in letting h --t 0 in the 
last inequality one obtains 
~b:~(m+M)~a,b,=~(ma,)b,1-~(Ma,)b,, 
I=1 k=l A=1 k=l 
which is weaker than the obvious inequality Cz,, bi < ci=, (Ma,) 6, , if 
0 < m; it is weaker than the obvious inequality ~~=, b: < cz,, (ma,) 6, , 
if m < 0; and it is also weaker than the left-hand inequality of (25). Similarly, 
letting h + I, one obtains 
which is weaker than the obvious inequality xi=, ai < Et:“,=, a,(b,jm), if 
0 < m; it is weaker than the obvious inequality ~~=, u: < 2i-i ak(bk/M), if 
m < 0; and it is also weaker than the left-hand inequality of (25). 
The geometrical interpretation of the hypotheses of Theorems 1 and 2 
is of some interest. Taking ak as abscissa and b, as ordinate in the Euclidean 
plane, the hypothesis (Hl) means geometrically that the closed rectangle with 
opposite vertices (m, , M,) and (M, , m,), and lying in the first quadrant, 
contains the n points (uk , 6,). On the other hand, hypothesis (H2) means 
geometrically that the n points (uk , bk) all lie within the “cone with two 
nappes” bounded by the two straight lines passing through the origin 
and having slopes equal to m and M. Since, as pointed out in Remark 6, 
the b, may be assumed to be nonnegative, without loss, the corresponding 
points may be assumed to be within the first and second quadrants. In 
Corollary 5, hypothesis (28), together with Remark 10, means geometrically 
that the n points (ale , bJ may, without loss, be supposed to belong to one 
nappe of a cone lying in the first quadrant. These considerations are illus- 
trated by Fig. 1. 
a 
=ma 
FIG. 1. Comparison of the hypotheses (HI) and (H2). 
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It is interesting to notice that if the numbers aK and b, satisfy (Hl), and 
even if the “smallest” rectangle containing them is used in (Hl) (i.e., the 
rectangle for which m1 = min, ak , Ml = maxk ak , mz = min, b, , and 
M, = maxk bk), then it may still happen that each of the terms in the sum 
2 (MA - m2ak) (M,a, - mlbk) 
k=l 
(see the proof of Theorem l), are positive (for it may occur that none of 
the points (ak , bk) are vertices of this “smallest” rectangle). On the other 
hand, if ak and b, satisfy hypothesis (H2), and n > 1, then for the “smallest” 
cone (i.e., that cone for which m = mink b,/a, and M = maxk b,/a,) at 
least two of the terms appearing in the sum 
2 (b, - m%) (Ma, - b,), 
k=l 
(see the proof of Theorem 2), are zero. This indicates how the result of 
Theorem 2 improves that of Theorem 1, even in the extreme case when the 
rectangle is the “smallest” possible. 
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